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DECISION 

The domain name <skurupskommun.se> shall be transferred to the Applicant.   

 

BACKGROUND TO THE DISPUTE 

The Applicant filed on February 14, 2014 an application regarding dispute resolution for the 

domain name <skurupskommun.se>. The Applicant desired that the matter be determined by 

one arbitrator. The Domain Holder did not respond to the application. .SE appointed Jon Dal 

as arbitrator.  

 



CLAIMS 

The Applicant claims that the domain name shall be transferred to the Applicant.  

 

The Domain Holder did not respond to the application.  

 

FACTS OF THE CASE / PARTIES´ CONTENTIONS 

 

The Applicant  

SKURUPS KOMMUN is a municipality in Skåne county in Sweden. SKURUPS KOMMUN 

is a well-established name in Sweden for the geographic location and a well-known name to 

the Swedish public. 

 

The municipality is since the year 1974 officially registered as SKURUPS KOMMUN with 

the registration number 212000-1082. The municipally is using the name SKURUPS 

KOMMUN in order to conduct business and services for the public good in Sweden through a 

number of wholly owned subsidiary limited companies incorporating the word SKURUPS. 

For instance the municipality operates within the field of training, health care, library 

administration, labor market program, etc.  

 

The Applicant is also holder of the Swedish Trademark Registration No. 0355273 SKURUPS 

KOMMUN.  

 

On January 14, 2014 a letter was sent informing the Domain Holder of the trademark right 

conferred upon the Applicant and the Applicant’s opinion of likelihood of confusion on the 

part of the Swedish public. The Applicant also informed that the use of the mark SKURUPS 

KOMMUN on the website under the disputed domain name might constitute trademark 

infringement. In that regard the Applicant requested the Domain Holder to arrange for the 

transfer of the domain name skurupskommun.se to SKURUPS KOMMUN but no answer was 

ever received.  

 

Identical and/or confusingly similar 

 

The applicant considers that the disputed domain name <skurupskommun.se> is identical to 

the Applicant’s name SKURUPS KOMMUN as the disputed domain name contains the 

registered name and trademark in its entirety. 

 

Rights or justified interests in respect of the domain name 

 

The Applicant considers that the Domain Holder has no legitimate or justified interest to the 

disputed domain name <skurupskommun.se>. 

 

The Domain Holder uses the disputed domain name solely in connection with commercial 

sponsored links. Thus, the Domain Holder’s use of the disputed domain name serves the 

purpose of generating revenue via advertised pay-per-click and sponsored click-through links 

which has nothing do to with the Applicant. 

 



Internet users that are searching for the municipally of SKURUPS KOMMUN and its services 

and are presented with the disputed domain name and its content may believe that the 

disputed domain name is associated with the official municipality of SKURUPS KOMMUN. 

This is because the disputed domain name incorporates both the well-known mark SKURUPS 

and the word “kommun” (municipality) which gives a false impression to the public that the 

disputed domain name is associated with the official municipality of SKURUPS KOMMUN. 

The disputed domain name is therefore misleading internet users for commercial purposes as 

it gives a false impression to the public that they are commercially linked when this is not the 

case. 

 

Registered or used in bad faith 

The Applicant considers that the disputed domain name was registered and is being used in 

bad faith. 

 

The Certificate of issuance of corporate registration number shows that the name SKURUPS 

KOMMUN was registered on January 1, 1974. The disputed domain name was created on 

February 25, 2013. Consequently, as the Applicants’ registered name SKURUPS KOMMUN 

predates the disputed domain name it must be clear that the Domain Holder new or must have 

been aware of the Applicant’s name SKURUPS KOMMUN at the time of registration. 

 

Also the fact that the said letter was sent on January 14, 2014 render the Domain Holder in 

bad faith.  

 

It must also be clear that the Domain Holder must have registered the disputed domain name 

solely with the intent to attract internet users to the Domain Holder’s website containing 

multiple sponsored links creating a likelihood of confusion with the applicant’s registered 

name and to generate, for commercial gain, revenue via advertised pay-per-click links and 

sponsored click-through links. 

FINDINGS OF THE ARBITRATOR 

 

According to the Terms and conditions and rules for registering .se-domain names with .SE 

Updated June 3, 2013 an applicant must, to achieve a successful outcome in its case, prove 

that the following three circumstances, or requisites, are fulfilled. 

 

1. The domain name is identical or similar with 

- A trademark 

- A registered trademark 

- A family name 

- An artist’s name (unless the name refers to someone long since deceased) 

- The title of another person’s protected literary or artistic work 

- A name that is protected under the Ordinance on Certain Official Designations in Swedish 

(1976:100) 

- A geographic designation or designation of origin that is protected under the Council 

Regulation (EC) No 510/2006 

- A geographic designation that is protected under the Council Regulation (EC) No 110/2008 

- A geographic designation that is protected by the European Council‟s Regulation (EU) 

1234/2007, or 



- The name of a government authority that is listed in the registry that Statistics Sweden must 

maintain under the Swedish Code of Statutes SFS 2007:755 (Government Agencies Register 

Ordinance), or its generally accepted abbreviation, 

 

which has its legal basis in Sweden, and to which the party that has requested a dispute 

resolution can use as precedent. 

 

2. The domain name has been registered or used in bad faith, and 

3. The domain holder is not entitled to or does not have any legitimate interest in the domain 

name. 

 

1. Identical or similar trademark etc.  

 

The Applicant is the holder of the Swedish trademark registration no 0355273 SKURUPS 

KOMMUN (fig). The trademark was applied for and registered in 2002. The domain name 

<skurupskommun.se> is similar with the Applicant’s trademark and the Applicant has 

fulfilled the first requirement.  

 

2. Registration or use in bad faith  

 

The Domain Holder must have been aware of the Applicant’s name Skurups Kommun when 

registering and using the domain name <skurupskommun.se>. The Domain Holder has also, 

in January 2014, been informed by the Applicant about the Applicant’s trademark rights in 

SKURUPS KOMMUN. The Domain Holder has continued its use of the domain name after 

the notice letter was sent to the Domain Holder.  

 

The Domain Holder uses the domain name for a website with sponsored links. The Domain 

Holder uses the goodwill and reputation of the Applicant to attract traffic to its own website 

and to increase its revenue. The Domain Holder has therefore registered and uses the domain 

name in bad faith.    

 

3. Right or legitimate interest  

 

The Domain Holder has registered and uses the domain name in bad faith. Registration and 

use of a domain name in bad faith does not, in principle, create a legitimate interest in a 

domain name. No circumstances has emerged which would indicate that the Domain Holder, 

despite use and registration in bad faith, has a legitimate interest in the domain name.  

 

The Domain Holder therefore, has no right or legitimate interest in the domain name.  

 

All three requisites are fulfilled and the domain name shall be transferred to the Applicant.   

 

 

 

On behalf of .SE 

 

……………………………….  

Jon Dal 


